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Abstract: Malaysia is the second largest palm oil producer in the world but ironically, the overall production of the palm 

oil is declining versus planned growth trajectory. One of the factors affecting the exponential growth of the palm oil estate 

is fungal or bacterial infection. One of the major diseases that infected palm oil tree is Ganoderma Boninense that which 

known as Basal Stem Rot (BSR). A fast, accurate, wide-coverage and non-destructive method for detection of infected 

oil palm tree is required. Therefore, low-cost unmanned aircraft for detection of the health status of palm tree plantation 

was implemented and image processing of the data collected from the low-cost unmanned aircraft system was processed 

for oil palm tree health status. MATLAB based detection was implemented. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and 

few image processing techniques were introduced in this project.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, derivatives of palm oil have been used in a lot of different products and industries globally. Production and 

consumption of world’s oil and fats increased at almost the same rates as in the past. Malaysia is the second largest palm 

oil producer in the world [1-3]. Oil palm has the highest average productivity compared to other major crops. Based on 

the data collected by Malaysian Palm Oil Board, Sarawak produced 5.7 million tonnes of crude palm oil, 4.8 million 

tonnes of crude palm oil, 5.2 million tonnes of crude palm oil and 5.1 million tonnes of crude palm oil in 2015, 2016, 

2017 and 2018 respectively [4]. Up to date, with more trees maturing, state is expected to achieve 6 million tonnes and 

beyond. Throughout the analysis from Malaysian Palm Oil Board, the production of the palm oil is decreased [4]. The 

factors that caused the decrease of production oil palm are the environment, labour shortage, land availability, pricing 

and destructive disease on the oil palm. One of the main concerns is fungal or bacterial infection [5]. Once affected, it 

may wipe out the entire plantation in a very fast speed. Therefore, early detection is very important to reduce the loss and 

it was reported that this alone was costing some South East Asian countries around US$500 million a year [6]. It was 

reported that the industry is facing a destructive crop disease which is Ganoderma disease or commonly known as Basal 

Stem Rot (BSR) that mainly caused by a fungal called Ganoderma boninense [6, 7]. Basal Stem Rot (BSR) is the main 

pathogen that impact the oil palm trees and kill it which affected the production of the oil palm. It was recorded on an 

average of 50% production losses from 80% of 12-year-old oil palm trees in coastal area of Malaysia [7]. Currently, 

although it is impossible to manage a field free of this dreadful disease, considerable reduction of the disease can be 

achieved through a proper management system [6]. Since that by visual inspection and monitoring of the whole palm 

estate would be quite a challenge due to accessibility difficulty, drawn-out and high-priced at the early stages and the 

current known effective way to stop disease from spreading to other oil palm trees is by removing the infected parts of 

oil palm trees at which we known this as the surgery of oil palm tree, therefore it is very important to have a fast, accurate, 

large area and harmless method for detection of infected oil palm tree. In this project, a low-cost UAS-based drone had 

been used as the supportive tool to collect the training data images. Images had been collected and will be trained by 

using CNN algorithm which enable the network to classify the infected tree. Relevant detection algorithm will be 

developed using MATLAB software which able to detect the BSR oil palm tree through software. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Previous studies done by Ortiz et. al demonstrated the possibility of applying similar approach to oil palm health detection 

which are weed mapping in sunflower crops using unmanned aerial vehicles and a crop row detection method [8, 9]. In 

this study, UAS had been used to map weed and the model been used is quadcopter platform with vertical take-off and 

landing, model md4-1000. This study consists of 49 square white frames and every frame was labelled with a GPS 
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coordinate and captured for comparison of on-ground weed infestation and outputs from image classification. This studies 

validated some of the main hypothesis in the literature concerning the flight height and the sensor to use. Luis et. al  

demonstrated the site detection by using UAS system and geometry-based image segmentation [10]. The author had used 

three datasets and each dataset was obtained using three different systems. The author had evaluated two image 

segmentation technique which are k-means clustering and graph-cut based segmentation and both segmentations showing 

similar performance. In this experiment, the author had achieved detection rate of 97.76 and achieving average 

performance of 93% frames using proper detection. A deep learning object detection and traditional object tracking by 

using UAS had been studied by Koskowich et. al [11]. The author had designed an application of monoplotting enabling 

monitoring of the results for deep learning object detection and traditional object detection [11]. The dataset to be 

analysed from fixed-wing UAS and tested through four types of tracking algorithm. The method that had been used by 

author is firstly define region of interest, define keypoint and then detect in regions of interest, compute homography and 

compute occlusion mask and next apply tracking to detections and lastly transform tracked coordinates via homography 

to aerial image. The detection and tracking accuracy are 99.99% at object detection which the outputs were passed to the 

tracking algorithm evaluated. From all the previous work that were reviewed and published, UAS systems are found to 

be suitable to apply in this project[12]. In this project, UAS can be used as the supporting tool for training data collection.  

 

Basal Stem Rot have few major distinctive visual differences as outlined by Elliott et. al who observed that infected oil 

palm tree has symptoms such as butt rot that includes a mild to severe wilt, reduced growth, overall off -colour foliage 

and older fronds are eventually drop [13]. Khairuniza et. al also studied about the symptoms of Basal Stem Root disease 

[14]. The author stated that the symptoms of infected oil palms are few unopened new fronds, green fronds wilts and 

hanging downward like a skirt, fronds become yellowish, small canopy due to smaller fronds production and existence 

of Basidiomata of the pathogen on the trunks. These distinctive symptoms of the disease could be visually observed and 

grouped as (1) mature leaves wilt (yielding yellow colour visually) and (2) trunk falling due malnutrition [3, 13]. This 

disease caused the disrupting distribution of water and nutrients in the tree and subseqeuntly reduced of productivity of 

the oil palm up to 80%  every years [15]. Current industry practise is to remove oil palm tree that was infected with more 

than 25% with Ganoderma disease.  

 

Study done by Dimitris et al demonstrated the suitability, relevancy and comparison of UAS image processing techniques 

with this project [16]. In this review, author had used two types of image processing software which are Agisoft Photoscan 

and Imagine UAS. The author stated Imagine UAS has bigger advantages because it provides the ability to measure area, 

volume, and create cross sections. In addition, these two software tools are almost equivalent, while the accuracies of 

their products are similar to the accuracies of the external orientations of drone images. As for image segmentation, k-

means clustering was widely used to categorize the pixels from the image into k-clusters with each cluster having a 

limitation which classifies pixels into a single cluster [17-19]. Dhanachandra et. al  demonstrated a success in image 

segmentation using K-mean clustering algorithm and subtractive clustering algorithm [20]. The author had segmented an 

image by using k- mean clustering algorithm and through subtractive cluster to generate the output image. The subtractive 

cluster had also tune by varying the hyper sphere cluster radius. In addition, Nurhayati et. al. successfully demonstrated 

the detection of the beef quality using mobile-based K-Mean clustering method in pursue of comparison and classification 

of segmentation and feature extraction  the meat quality and monitoring [21]. The author concluded that the result of the 

detection on the meat quality from the application showed the percentage of the good level of achievement and the level 

of achievement by using k-mean clustering method was at 80%. The study of improved gaussian mixture model with 

expectation – maximiziation for clustering of remote sensing imagery had been done by Neagoe et. al [22]. In this study, 

author had reviewed the performance of k – mean clustering method and Gaussian Mixture Model with expectation - 

maximization clustering method. Another study had been done by Shukui et. al  on the image clustering which used mean 

shift algorithm [23]. The author reported on the mean shift clustering method compared with other general clustering on 

the same experimental image to evaluate and compare the classification accuracy. Singh et al commented about the 

performance evaluation of enhanced hierarchical and partitioning based clustering algorithm [24].  

 

Image classification techniques are used to extract on desired feature/information based on the segmented images and 

classify based on the region of interest that user required. Algorithm or detection techniques for image classification are 

different and unique compared to image segmentation. Feature extraction algorithm was first demonstrated by Pinto et. 

al [17]. The author used the feature extraction algorithm to classify the crop and plant disease. The team also stated that 

the accuracy can be improved by using various other image enhancement techniques and by increasing the size of the 

training dataset. 4 machine learning classifiers had been investigated in this paper which are K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), 

Native Bayes Classifier, Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Multinomial Logistic Regression. On the other hand, 

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are widely used in pattern- and image –recognition problems as they have a 

number of advantages compared to other techniques. A study of plant classification using convolutional neural network 
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was demonstrated by Yalcin et. al [25]. The author had showed the structure of their CNN model and the overall 

framework and layers of approaches. The experiment result showed that CNN based approach obtained an accuracy of 

97.47% on 16 different kinds of plants and other classifiers had lower accuracy than CNN based approach which lowest 

is 74.92%. Related study on the Deep Learning based oil palm tree detection and counting for high-resolution remote 

sensing images had been demonstrated by Weijia et. al [26]. The author had proposed a deep learning-based framework 

for oil palm tree detection which able to count oil palm tree by using high-resolution remote sensing images for Malaysia. 

In addition, author also compared the CNN techniques with other three tree detection methods such as Artificial Neural 

Network (ANN), template matching and local maximum filter in order to get the result of accuracy. Through comparing 

the accuracy of this method with other three method, CNN method reported to have higher accuracies ranging from 96% 

to 99% relatively[26]. In parallel, counting crop plant by deep learning was first demonstrated by Javier et. al which using 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [27]. In this study, the author noticed that when the plants were clustered, the 

label miscount occurred and to address these problems, author had employ the Mean Square Error as a common loss 

function to be minimized [27].  

 

Work related to Support Vector Machine algorithm was primarily demonstrated by Ahmad et. al which used image 

processing on palm oil leaf disease detection by using K-mean clustering and Multiclass SVM (Support Vector Machine) 

classifier [28]. Author had planned the methodology on image processing which start with image acquisition, contrast 

enhancement, conversion of RGB image to various colour spaces, K-mean clustering, feature extraction and lastly 

Multiclass SVM classifier. Kernel based learning approach for satellite image classification using support vector machine 

was carried out by Moorthi et. al [29]. The experiment had been done by using the dataset that had been collected by 

National Remote Sensing Agency (NRSC) and used two classification methods which are Maximum likelihood (MXL) 

and Support vector machine (SVM). Padol et. al studied on fusion classification technique used to detect downy and 

powdery mildew grape leaf diseases [30]. In this study, the author had done the classification by applying Support vector 

machine (SVM) and artificial neural network (ANN) individually and proposed a fusion classification technique that 

from SVM and ANN for grape leaf disease detection. Throughout the literature review and accuracy evaluation of all the 

related algorithms, CNN had reported to the highest accuracy compared to others in image classification and K-mean 

clustering algorithm were selected to be used.   

III.  METHODOLOGY 

The programming workflow is split into several parts, which were training of network, classification and detection as 

illustrated in Figure 1 respectively.  Parameter optimisation was carried out by five different situations of training set. 

After training, the CNN model was used for classification and detection. For classification and detection, the created 

testing image will go through image enhancement to enhance the feature, image segmentation for segmentation of the 

region of interest (ROI) and bound box method for pin point the ROI. In bound box method, each box will be cropped 

and go through the image classification in the detection by looping function. After the image classification, label 

prediction was marked on the image and showing the number of the infected tree detected. The results were stored for 

cross checking. On the ground training data based on a local company oil plantation estate was collected using UAS 

(model DJI Spark May 2017) which has specification of a camera of 12MP, battery capacity of 1480 mAh, max 

transmission distance 100m (Distance), 50m (Height) and Vertical Take Off and Landing. The height that the device for 

capturing all images is set to be at constant of 40 m high when capturing all training data sets. This is due to the device’s 

maximum allowable operation height. Images captured were saved locally and to be used as training data set.  A total of 

500 images were captured with 200 of healthy tree images and 300 of infected tree images being prepared for training 

data images. Example of images used healthy tree and infected tree training are shown in Figure 1 respectively. 

 

MATLAB platform was used for further coding, imagine segmentation, extraction, training, testing and validation of this 

project. Image acquisition is very important as the quality of the image plays an important role in the image processing 

and image classification. After inserting the image into workspace, the step of pre-processing the image will be done to 

enable analysis. For the pre-process, image enhancement is done by using the correlation stretch algorithm which enhance 

the image to red, green and blue based on the hue. After the correlation stretch had done, k – mean clustering was used 

to segment the image and also the feature extraction. For the k-mean clustering, the input image will be converted into 

colour map which provides information on luminosity and relevant colours ranging from blue to yellow. Euclidean 

distance d had been used to compute each pixel of image and assign all the pixels to the nearest centre based on distance. 

After the clustering, feature extraction will be done for result analysis purpose. On feature extraction part, image was 

converted into binary image and went through subtraction method to keep the green colour map for the detection of oil 

palm tree. Bound box method was used in this project to create outline of the oil palm tree. After the object detection had 

been done, the image for the region of interest will be cropped by using imcrop function for image classification purpose. 

Image classification will go on by using pre-trained network which is Convolutional neural network (CNN) to classify 
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the healthy and infected oil palm tree. When the classifier had classified the oil palm tree, the infected oil palm tree will 

be pin pointed and create outline on the infected oil palm to acknowledge the user location of the infected oil palm tree. 

After the image being processed and filtered, total amount of the infected oil palm tree was to be shown accordingly.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Large scale detection and counting of oil palm infected by Ganoderma Boninense fungal with corresponding 

image (a) Overall flow chart and (b) Example of training data image captured by UAS at 40 m height with (i) Healthy 

oil plam tree versus (ii) Infected oil palm tree.    

 

Convolutional neural network from MATLAB Deep Learning toolbox was selected and used in this project. 500 images 

of data set which has scattering of 200 of healthy tree images and 300 of infected tree images with each image size of 

400 x 400 pixels are being used for this model training purpose. The training process will go through 5 convolutional 

layers, 5 max pooling layers and one fully connected layer. The training option for the network is 128 of Minibatchsize, 

100 MaxEpochs which 2 iteration for each Epoch and the training will be fully utilise the CPU of the computer. A graphic 

user interface (GUI) was created for the ease of user interface and handling.   
 

IV.  RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A total of 500 on-the ground oil palm plantation images were captured accordingly based on the requirements as per 

above for training network purposes. Out of 500 images, 60% of the images were classified as infected tree and remaining 

40% of the images as healthy tree. From 60% or 300 images, 25 images were labelled as 100% infected tree, 50 images 

for 75% infected tree, 120 images for 50% infected tree, 105 images for 25% infected tree. Figure 2 shows randomly 

selected sample of images used for training. Minimum requirement for the image is 500*500 which low size of image 

may cause low accuracy of the training. The CNN model was trained with 600 iteration in order for the network to learn 

the feature of the infected tree and the healthy tree based on the training set images. CNN model is designed with various 

convolutional layers such as Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) layers, max pooling layers, fully connected layer and 

classification layer. During the training of the network, the training process will pop out in window for user to monitor 

the process of training as showed in Figure 2(f) and Figure 2(g) summarized on the respective training accuracy for 5 

convolution layers. The training condition with 2 convolutional layers had the highest accuracy of 95.5% and the more 

convolutional layers in the training process, the training accuracy getting lower mainly due to overfitting of the network.  

 

(ii) 

(i) 
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Figure 2: Randomly selected sample of images used for network training with percentage of classified infection ranging 

from (a) 0%, (b) 25%, (c) 50%, (d) 75% and (e) 100%. Image (f) shows the partial monitoring of training related to 2 

convolutional pooling layers from designed GUI and (g) illustrates the training accuracy comparisons for respective 5 

convolution layers. 

 

Table 1: Detection results for each of the corresponding level of infected trees with respective level of infected tree 

starting with (a) 25% of infection, (b) 50% of infection, (c) 75% of infection and lastly (d) 100% of infection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 25% Infected Trees 
Total Successful Detected Number Of 

Trees For Each Cycle  Average Of Correctly Detected 

Number Of Trees (%) 
Target (Number Of Trees) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 

1/25 1 0 1 1 1 80.0 

5/25 2 1 2 2 2 36.0 

10/25 5 6 5 5 5 52.0 

15/25 11 10 10 10 11 69.3 

20/25 13 13 13 12 13 64.0 

25/25 14 15 16 15 14 59.2 

(b) 50% Infected Trees 
Total Successful Detected Number Of 

Trees For Each Cycle Average Of Correctly Detected 

Number Of Trees (%) 
Target (Number Of Trees) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 

1/25 1 1 1 1 1 100.0 

5/25 2 3 2 3 4 56.0 

10/25 5 5 6 6 5 54.0 

15/25 10 10 10 11 12 70.7 

20/25 14 14 15 15 13 71.0 

25/25 24 24 24 25 24 96.8 

(a) (c) (d) (e)  (b) 
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Figure 2: Results summary showing corresponding percentage (%) of positive detection of infected tree versus infection 

level for each known number of infected trees respectively ranging from 1-25 infected trees 

 

In order to test and validate the accuracy and success of CNN network training, derivative images were used as raw 

testing input images. A total of 720 images (6 target x 6 images x 5 testing cycles x 4 cases) were involved in the testing 

and validation of the trained network. These 4 groups are referring to the input images that contained minimum 25% of 

the image are make-up with infected tree up to 100% with incremental value of 25% of infected tree for each cycle. The 

(c) 75% Infected Trees 
Total Successful Detected Number Of 

Trees For Each Cycle  Average Of Correctly Detected 

Number Of Trees (%) 
Target (Number Of Trees) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 

1/25 1 1 1 1 1 100 

5/25 3 3 4 3 4 68 

10/25 8 9 8 9 9 86 

15/25 10 11 11 10 12 72 

20/25 15 15 16 16 15 77 

25/25 25 24 24 25 25 98.4 

(d) 100% Infected Trees 
Total Successful Detected Number Of 

Trees For Each Cycle  Average Of Correctly Detected 

Number Of Trees (%) 
Target (Number Of Trees) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 

1/25 1 1 1 0 1 80.0 

5/25 2 4 3 4 5 72.0 

10/25 6 6 7 7 7 66.0 

15/25 10 11 11 12 12 74.7 

20/25 17 18 18 17 19 89.0 

25/25 25 24 24 25 24 97.6 
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exact location and coordinate of the known infected trees were placed in randomly manner and in location-unique manner 

(no overlapping in term of location). Testing condition and corresponding results for each case are summarized in Table 

1 respectively. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

From this project, several objectives have been achieved. The suitability of using low cost UAS system to detect/ monitor 

health status of an oil palm tree had been studied extensively. From all the previous work that been reviewed, UAS had 

been used in many industries and many purposes. Mainly, it starts with military and now it develops to other industries 

such as geomorphology and etc. UAS system is suitable and relevant to be applied in detection/monitoring of large scale 

oil palm tree health status. Besides, the detection techniques to detect early sign of Ganoderma Boninense had been 

successfully carried out by using Convolutional Neural Network and few image processing techniques. In CNN, a set of 

pre-labelled images need to be trained on the network to enable the network to classify the infected oil palm tree. 500 

datasets for the training had been collected by using DJI Spark from the height of 40m.The network had been trained in 

five condition which is 1 convolutional pooling layer, 2 convolutional pooling layers until 5 convolutional pooling layers. 

The trained network will go through matching testing and actual detection testing for the matching accuracy. The training 

accuracy for 2 convolutional pooling layers had the highest accuracy of 95.5%. The k-mean clustering had been carried 

out successfully which image processing had been done. Lastly, this study reported the success of positive detection of 

BSR affected tree for case 1 - 25% (accuracy of 36%-80%), case 2 - 50% (accuracy of 54%-100%), case 3 – 75% 

(accuracy of 68% - 100%) and case 4 -100% (accuracy of 66% - 97.6%). It could be observed that the higher the infection 

rate, the detection accuracy will be much higher and vice-versa.    
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